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Milan, with its monuments, works of art, great 
artistic and natural shows, amazes us for the 
emotions it can give.
A cultured city, modern, lively, and rich in 
beauty, is our inspiration for a fascinating and 
prestigious, futuristic but also romantic and 
minimal collection.
After 20 years of experience alongside 
prestigious and luxury Italian and international
brands’ olfactory projects, Scent Company 
today launches its own scented collection, 
Scent Company Milano.
This is a gritty strong line deriving from years 
of research, with exclusive fragrances able 
to create unique ambient atmospheres and 
special emotions.
A collection that shows all its profiles without 
excluding anything, with fragrances that make 
people talk about themselves and what they 
offer . 

The clients can experience feelings of intense 
olfactory emotions in a luxury hotel, i a theatre 
during a performance or at a fashion show.
You will be able to experience the sensations, 
the emotions and the reality of a classic Milan 
day.
The premium ingredients in the collection 
create a sort of alchemy that allows you to 
travel with the language of perfumes. 
An invisible journey with a story that speaks 
through an olfactory photography and a 
special combination of emotions that we want 
to dedicate to this city.
Emissary of memories, the perfume has 
become an integral part of Milan where Scent 
Company is one of the most loyal servants.
Strictly Made in Italy, the collection blends 
with an elegant and refined design, an art 
form that identifies a city immersed in art.
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At Scent Company, we create beauty through 
fragrances of the finest quality.
The secret of success is in the raw materials.
Scent Company has collected a range of 
fragrances originating from the ancient art 
of essential oil distillation and has combined 
precious essences to suit every type of indoor 
spaces.
Our Research centre has currently designed 
over 3000 natural-based fragrances, all exclu-
sively Made in Italy, hypoallergenic and provi-
ded with safety sheets (MSDS) registered at 
the Italian Ministry of Health.

FRAGRANCES
Choose between a variety of 
exclusive fragrances

NOTE I
SANTAL

The fragrance is part of the 
woody family

DISCOVER 
FOUR OF THE 
EXCLUSIVE
FRAGRANCES 
ESPECIALLY 
DESIGNED
FOR SCENT 
COMPANY 
MILANO
COLLECTION

NOTE II
ROYAL AMBER

The fragrance is part of the musky 
and amber families

NOTE III
VERVEINE THE

The fragrance is part of the floral 
and citrus families

NOTE IV
TALCO RELAX

The fragrance is part of
the floral family
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Woody fragrances are generally warm, 
welcoming, deep, elegant and rich. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGRANCE

A deep and intense woody fragrance that 
includes different type of woods surrounded in 
a soft veil of incense. The top notes of red 
berries, orange blossom, cloves and green 
notes add a spicy twist. 

Sandalwood is highly valued for its very 
sensual and deep scent, which expresses a 
reassuring and comforting charm and 
strength. 

NOTE I SANTAL
The fragrance is part of the woody 
family

TOP NOTES
SPICY

Red Berries, 
Orange Blossom, 

Cloves, 
Green Notes

HEART NOTES
WOODY

Cedarwood, 
Guaiac Wood, 
Sandalwood

BASE NOTES
WOODY

Patchouli, 
White Musk, 

Incense
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TOP NOTES
FLORAL

Geranium, 
Zagara

HEART NOTES
AMBER, ANISE

Amber, 

Star Anise

BASE NOTES
MUSKY, AMBER

White Musk, 
Labdanum

Amber fragrances usually bring a mixture of 
warmth, sensuality and opulence.
Musky notes usually give roundness and 
softness to compositions with their fresh, 
sweet and delicate scents.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGRANCE

Intense top notes of geranium and orange 
blossom introduce the star note of the 
composition: amber with its warm, elegant 
and welcoming charm. This warmth can also 
be found in the base note of labdanum, made 
soft and slightly powdery by white musk. Star 
anise adds a spicy hint of freshness. 

NOTE II ROYAL AMBER
The fragrance is part of the musky 
and amber families
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TOP NOTES
CITRUS

Bergamot, 
Grapefruit, 

Green Notes, 
Lemon, 
Orange

HEART NOTES
FLORAL

Violet, 
Honeysuckle, 

Geranium, 
Tea, 

Jasmine

BASE NOTES
FLORAL, WOODY

Cedarwood, 
White Musk, 

Peach, 
Verbena

Citrus fragrances are characterised by their 
dynamic and almost sparkling sunny 
freshness. 
The fragrances of the floral family can vary 
greatly depending on the bouquet used: from 
romantic fragrances with timeless charm to 
modern and bright compositions.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGRANCE

The green and fresh aroma of tea is combined 
with a mix of floral notes and enhanced by an 
explosion of citrus top notes that bring 
extreme freshness and vibrancy. They echo 
the refreshing, clean base note of verbena 
enriched by delicate touches of cedarwood 
and white musk.
This is an energizing fragrance that evokes 
the lush freshness of gardens.

NOTE III VERVEINE THE
The fragrance is part of the floral 
and citrus families
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TOP NOTES
CITRUS

Bergamot, 
Orange, 
Neroli

HEART NOTES
FLORAL

Lavender,
Lily of the Valley, 

Violet,
Jasmine

BASE NOTES
VANILLA, MUSKY

White Musk, 
Vanilla, 

Tonka Bean

The fragrances of the floral family can vary 
greatly depending on the bouquet used: from 
romantic fragrances with timeless charm to 
modern and bright compositions.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGRANCE

The olfactory journey starts with the sweet and 
relaxing notes of neroli, bergamot and orange. 
It then continues with heart notes that 
harmonize the delicate and luminous accent of 
lavender, with the candor and the innocence 
of the lily of the valley, the discrete and elegant 
perfume of the violet and the sensual and 
inebriating taste of jasmine.
White musk, vanilla and tonka bean complete 
the olfactory pyramid with the richness and 
the depth of their olfactory notes.

NOTE IV TALC RELAX
The fragrance is part of the floral 
family
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THE COLLECTION
HOME FRAGRANCE

Coveted for their exclusive scents and their soft 
glow, the Scent Company Milano collection 
includes scented candles, rattan sticks diffusers, 
room sprays, body mists, room & linen sprays. 
All are truly unique and distinctive.

Created from the finest essences made in Italy 
and designed with purest and stylish design, 
each scent adds a personal signature fragrance 
in your brand environment.

AMENITIES PER HOTEL & SPA

Smooth formulas, high quality ingredients and
exclusive fragrances. 
The Scent Company Milano in-room amenities 
line for hotel and SPA includes: conditioner, 
shampoo, shower gel, body lotion, soap, vanity 
set, shaving kit, sewing kit and oral hygiene 
box.

FRAGRANCE SOLUTIONS FOR STEAM BATHS,
EMOTIONAL SHOWERS AND SAUNAS

NOTE: For more information please consult 
our price list.

Scented Candles
Deluxe Coffret
Rattan Sticks Diffusers
Collection Room Diffusers
Room Sprays
Room & Linen Sprays
Body Mists

Sauna
Steam Bath
Emotional Shower

Scented Cards
Scented Notebooks and Block notes

ACCESSORIES

Custom amenities Line
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SCENTED CANDLES
Warm up the atmosphere of every room 
with the fragrance of Scent Company Milano 
candle.
The pleasures of fragrances are transitory and 
evanescent, but they offer an incomparable 
and original experience of joy.
Cylindrical or square glass candle with internal 
and external varnishing and with discrete silk-
screen print or branded label.
Made in Italy, Branded box included.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 
170 grs

Net Wt. 
210 grs

Net Wt. 
270 grs

210grs170grs 270grs
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DELUXE COFFRET
Enjoy Scent Company Milano’s finest fragran-
ces in a beautiful gift set with four minisized 
candles.
These little jewels, that blend the charm of fire 
with your branded scents, lead you to four dif-
ferent hidden worlds.
Pure white cylindrical glasses with discrete 
silk-screen print.
Made in Italy, Branded coffret included.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 60 grs for each 
mini-sized candle (x4)
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The Scent Company Milano’s room & linen sprays 
can be used either to spread the scent inside a 
room or to refresh clothes and linen whenever 
needed. 
Especially within hotel spaces, the room & linen 
sprays enhance the olfactory branding concept 
inside the rooms and the smallest areas of the 
hotel, without the use of professional high-tech 
fragrance machines.
Cylindrical transparent plastic bottle with discrete
silk-screen print or branded label.
Concentrated, ultra-efficient orfmulas witohut 
any ingredients that could be harmful for textiles
or skin. Made in Italy

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 
200 ml

Net Wt. 
500 ml

ROOM & LINEN SPRAY
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The Scent Company Milano room spray can im-
mediately spread the fragrance in the environ-
ment to make it a more dynamic and vibrant pla-
ce.
It is ideal for small rooms or for a more confined 
space, such as a wardrobe.
Just spray your unique branded fragrance to live 
an amazing olfactory experience right away.
To enter in the world of fragrances is like falling 
through a mirror and find an everyday miracle, a 
mystery, a source of wonder. 
Square sleek glass bottle with varnishing, square 
lead plug, with discrete silkscreen print or branded
label.
Made in Italy, Branded box included.

ROOM SPRAY

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 100 ml
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WOODEN RATTAN STICKS 
DIFFUSER
The diffusers allow to extend the olfactory bran-
ding project inside small spaces, without the use 
of professional high-tech fragrance machines.
For this reason, they represent the perfect choice
for living rooms, hotel single rooms and bathrooms,
small retail stores and SPAs.
The best way to choose the right size of the rattan 
sticks diffuser is to know the dimensions of the 
space you would like to scent.
The 200 ml capacity is usually suitable for rooms
of 8-10 sqm.
Cylinder wooden vase with discrete silk-screen 
print or branded label; 34 cm rattan sticks and 1 
refill included. 
Made in Italy, Branded box of the cylinder vase 
and of rattan sticks included.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 200 ml
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ROOM DIFFUSER 250ml
The room diffusers allow to extend the olfactory 
branding project inside small spaces, without the 
use of professional high-tech fragrance machines. 
For this reason, they represent the perfect choice 
for living rooms, hotel single rooms and bathro-
oms, small retail stores and SPAs.
The best way to choose the right size of the rattan 
sticks diffuser is to know the dimentions of the 
space you would like to scent.
The 250 ml capacity is usually suitable for rooms
of 8-10 sqm.
Cylindrical transparent glass bottle, inspired by the 
antique apothecary style, with discrete silkscreen
print or branded label, 1 refill and rattan sticks 
included.
Made in Italy, Branded box and rattan sticks 
included.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 250 ml
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ANTICA FARMACIA 
ROOM DIFFUSER
Inspired by the style of the antique apothecary, 
this room diffuser includes rattan sticks for a 
continuous spread of the scent in the environment.
Room diffusers guarantee an effective scenting 
and they represent real decorative element for 
home, hotel, SPA or retail stores. 
They allow you to extend the olfactory branding 
project inside small spaces, without the use of 
professional high-tech fragrance machines. 
They represent the perfect choice for home living 
rooms, hall, bathrooms and corridors of hotels, 
entrances and internal areas of retail stores and 
relaxation areas of SPAs.
The best way to choose the right size of the room 
diffuser is to know the dimensions of the space 
you would like to scent.
Cylindrical transparent glass bottle, inspired 
by the antique apothecary style, with discrete 
silkscreen print or branded label.
Refill and 60 cm rattan sticks included. 
Made in Italy

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 1000 ml Net Wt. 3000 ml
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MAGNIFICA ROOM 
DIFFUSER
Inspired by the style of the antique apothecary, 
this room diffuser includes rattan sticks for a 
continuous spread of the scent in the environment.
Room diffusers guarantee an effective scenting 
and they represent real decorative elements for 
home, hotel, SPA or retail stores. 
They allow you to extend the olfactory branding 
project inside small spaces, without the use of 
professional high-tech fragrance machines. 
They represent the perfect choice for home living 
rooms, hall, bathrooms and corridors of hotels, 
entrances and internal areas of retail stores and 
relaxation areas of SPAs.
The best way to choose the right size of the room 
diffuser is to know the dimensions of the space 
you would like to scent.
Square transparent glass bottle, inspired by 
the antique apothecary style, with discrete 
silkscreen print or branded label.
Refill and 50,60,70cm rattan sticks included.
Made in Italy.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 2500 ml Net Wt. 5000 ml
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SCENTED NOTEBOOKS & 
BLOCK NOTES
Why not complete the olfactory branding project
of an hotel or every other ambiance with a 
classy customized notebook or block note which 
releases the signature scent of your brand while 
writing on it?
Personalized with elegant and refined graphics 
and the identity of your brand, this detail makes 
a difference.

AVAILABLE SIZES

15 x 21cm 10 x 15cm 9.5 x 9.5cm
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SCENTED CARDS
Your personalized scent is enclosed inside the-
se precious cards that can be used to scent your 
bag, wardrobe or car.

AVAILABLE SIZES

Plastic sealed scented card 
with ribbon 10 x 6.5 x 0.16cm

Plastic sealed scented card
with ribbon and paper

folded packaging
10 x 6.5 x 0.16cm
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BODY MISTS
The Body Mists are delicate body sprays that 
allow you to wear the Scent Company Milano 
fragrances or your tailored signature scents in the 
lightest way. 
They can be used to enrich the amenities lines 
or to extend the customized home fragrance 
collection of hotels, retail stores or SPAs.
The Body Mists are perfect to use also at pool side
areas and after a sauna.
The 100 ml body mist fits any woman’s bag, ideal
during business or leisure travels.
Cylindrical transparent plastic bottle with trigger 
and discrete silkscreen print or branded label.
Concentrated, ultra efficient formulas without 
any ingredients that could be harmful for the skin.
Made in Italy.

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES

Net Wt. 100 ml Net Wt. 200 ml
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CUSTOM AMENITIES LINE
The Amenities line includes the exclusive Scent 
Company Milano fragrances and contains smo-
oth formulas and high quality ingredients.
We have designed this courtesy line with you in 
mind and it has everything you need to ensure 
your guests a perfect stay. 
The Scent Company Milano amenities line 
includes: conditioner, shampoo, shower gel, body 
lotion, soap, vanity set, shaving kit, sewing kit and 
oral hygiene box.
The products of the courtesy line with your 
signature scent reinforce the brand identity and 
represent a detail that the guest will remember 
and will wish to carry home.
The rigorous quality of the products and the 
amazing care in the packaging distinguish the 
Made in Italy quality.
Branded packaging included.
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